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A breast cancer diagnosis is a most unwelcome intruder in life, one that signals a long marathon
of tests, treatments, and emotional stress ahead. With that journey come moments of conflicting
anger and triumph, confusion and clarity—and it leaves survivors so transformed, they might not
even recognize themselves afterward. In Reconstructing Hope, two-time survivor Donna Sidwell
DeGracia offers support for people living out any phase of their breast cancer marathon.Inside
you'll find personal stories from DeGracia and other people keeping their pace and leaning
forward at the breast cancer finish line. As a physician assistant, DeGracia shares medical
insight on mammograms, mastectomies, cancer types and stages, and more. And poems
between each chapter remind you that hope comes from beauty as much as it does from
knowledge and community.Let Reconstructing Hope be your friend and coach as you battle
onward in your breast cancer marathon. You have all the pieces of hope already inside you—
now it's time to assemble them.



Reconstructing HopeIntrusions, Oxymorons & Transformations in the Breast Cancer
MarathonDonna Sidwell DeGraciaWise Ink Creative PublishingCopyright © 2020 by Donna
Sidwell DeGracia.All rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by
any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage and retrieval systems,
without written permission from the author, except for the use of brief quotations in a book
review.“Cancer is apassport to intimacy.It is an invitation,maybe even a mandate,to enter the
most vitalarenas of human life,the most sensitive andthe most frightening,the ones that we
neverwant to go to—butwhen we do go there,we feel incrediblytransformed.”—Bruce
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ContributorsContributorsAppendix E: Websites of InterestWebsites of InterestIntroductionWhen
I was first diagnosed with breast cancer, I resented the intrusion on my busy life and wanted to
move on as quickly as possible. My approach was that of a sprinter: run fast and hard and finish
quickly. I worked with my doctors to develop a treatment plan that would do just that. Six weeks
after my initial diagnosisI was leading a group of graduate students through Nicaragua.I thought
the race was over. I was cancer free. I had won . . . orso I thought.Over time I learned that my
journey was not over when treatment ended. I had a lot of adjustments to make. I needed to
learn to live with cancer.The survivor label is not earned by completing treatment and being
deemed cancer free. Instead, one earns that label at the time of diagnosis and carries it with
them from that point on. Cancer is not a sprint. One does not finish the race and return to life as it
was before. It is more like a marathon over uneven terrain, one that continues well after treatment
is finished.The beginning of the race may resemble a sprint. One starts out running as hard and
fast as possible, trying to beat the disease. Over time, circumstances change and the pace
slows. The patient, like the long-distance runner, finds a new rhythm. That rhythm constantly
readjusts to the course. There are highs and lows, hills and valleys along the way.Some
challenges seem insurmountable, but around other corners the runner may encounter
breathtaking beauty or a group of supporters waiting to cheer them on. Breast cancer survivors,
like marathon runners, have highs and lows. The journey is dotted with oxymorons and
unexpected contradictions that illustrate the strength and beauty of the human spirit. It reminds



them that they are loved and of the simple joy of living.Running a marathon is an amazing
accomplishment, evidence of hard work and tenacity. It builds character. Traversing the breast
cancer journey transforms life as well. I know my life has been forever changed, as have the lives
of countless others. We have persisted, we have grown, we are transformed, and our journeys
have transformed the lives of others.AcknowledgmentsThis book has been a work of love that
would not have been possible without the help and encouragement of many.First, I need to
acknowledge those who inspired me by their courage and strength through disease and even
death. They are the angels who sat on my shoulder giving me the perseverance to continue and
the belief in this work.I would like to thank all the friends and family who encouraged me to take
on this project and who believed in my ability to see it through.I would especially like to thank
Cora Peine and Megan Webber for their helpful suggestions as readers and editors.A special
thanks to Tara Rick, who provided contacts for some of the interviews that made this book
possible, and to Dr. Douglas Yee for his review of medical content.Most of all, I would like to
thank all the survivors, family members, and friends who shared their stories with me and helped
me to understand the depth and breadth of the breast cancer experience. These are the stories
that added perspective and turned my single voice into a symphony. Their stories, poetry, and
insight have helped me to process my own breast cancer experience and to become a more
compassionate medical provider through better understanding the humanity of disease. I will
long remember the laughter and the tears we shared.Part OneIntrusionsThe Insidious
DiseaseCollapse of My Belief System: A Nativity SceneCancer has made me purge every niche
of my belief system.Expectations are being discarded from the corners of my soul.Nothing is left
untouched or unexamined.Beliefs never questioned are being cut to the bare bone.Is there
anything left that I can trust?The contents of my mind are wrung through a wringerSqueezing out
certainties I have held dear.The entire foundation is crumbling, brick by brick.All that is left is
doubt and fear.The cupboard is bare and I am so hungry.How can a lifetime of carefully selected
beliefsevaporate so quickly?Must I erase the slate clean in order to be reborn,To come into the
world naked?I am in the birth canal.Painful contractions press me toward the opening.Is this
what the baby feels in the final stages of labor?Or the caterpillar emerging from the darknessof
the cocoon?I long to unfold my wet wings and model theirbrilliant colorsTo see the light and feel
the energy of the sun.I want to fly unburdenedLike a helium balloon unleashed from the
weightthat held it down.I yearn to truly know God and be filled with her love.—Gay
WalkerOneThe Game Has ChangedThe author and her friend Annette with siblings and author’s
mother.From one day it’s one way, and the next day the chessboard of your life has been
completely thrown up in the air.You figure out what you’re going to do and how you’re going to do
it with all the ignorance and fear.Dick HurrelbrinkMY STORYWhen I was twenty-one, I had my
palm read. The ancient fortune-teller held my hand in his and traced the lines on my palm. He
told me many things about myself and about my future. At the end of the reading, he said, “You
will live a very long life, but your life line is broken. You will have a major interruption.”Thirty-four
years later, I received the diagnosis of breast cancer, a disease that intrudes on many lives. One



in eight women in the United States will develop invasive breast cancer in her lifetime, and more
women die from breast cancer in the US than any other type except lung cancer.1 Incidence and
survival rates vary greatly throughout the world, but breast cancer prevalence is increasing, and
it is the top cancer in women worldwide.2 Most of us know someone who carries a breast
cancer diagnosis.I had three good friends growing up. Our friendship started when we were
hardly more than toddlers; we spent hours together each day, often huddled around a reel-to-
reel tape recorder listening breathlessly as Peter captured the fearsome wolf that threatened him
and his animal friends. Sergei Prokofiev’s musical portrayal of a small boy’s fearless battle in his
famous Peter and the Wolf drew four friends together day after day. We couldn’t get enough.
That early experience bound us together for life.This is my first memory of friendship and the first
marker in my own breast cancer story. Back then, so many years ago, none of us could have
imagined that the bond we shared as children would become the sisterhood of
cancer.Childhood was a magical time filled with sleepovers and exploration. Gail and I were the
adventurers. We climbed out on the rocks while the incoming tide sent waves crashing around
us and stayed until the water rose so high that we had to swim back to shore. We shared a love
of art and adventure. Gail had an infectious smile that endeared her to everyone. I was shy and
often resided in her shadow.Annette was the spiritual one. She knew from childhood that she
would marry a minister and remain steeped in faith. She was likely to abstain from the
adventures and instead stand by nervously, waiting to ensure Gail’s and my safety, perhaps
saying a little prayer to protect us from our own foolishness. Everyone loved Annette for her
honest and caring nature.Ruth Ann was the big sister. She kept us in line to the best of her
limited ability. More often than not, though, after she stomped her foot and tried to stare us down,
we would find a way to dissolve her frown into uncontrolled giggling.The four of us shared a
bond so strong that no physical distance or time apart could break it. Despite decades of
separation during adulthood, we remained close in spirit and supported one another until the
end.Unfortunately, life was interrupted too soon for us as one by one we were diagnosed with
breast cancer. We weren’t all as victorious as little Peter had been against the wolf. I am the only
one left in this world now. The others survive only as memories.Ruth Ann was the first. I had not
seen her for years; after her diagnosis, Gail kept me up to date by phone. Her family’s fear
rapidly replaced hope as her condition deteriorated and conventional treatments failed. She died
too quickly.Gail was next. Her diagnosis was early enough that her treatment was a simple
lumpectomy. My own breast cancer also seemed like little more than a small inconvenience. I
wanted to deal with it decisively, quickly, and move on.Annette was the last one diagnosed. She
lived too far away for me to see her often during her illness, but that didn’t stop me from
supporting my friend. Gail and I were able to provide the support that only people who have
shared the experience can provide. We kept in touch by email. Annette relied on her faith and
prayed for a miracle that never came. Reading between the lines of her updates, I could tell that
things weren’t going well. Gail and I talked about how to help, but there was very little time. All we
could do was hold her hand when we were finally together and offer unspoken support. Her



death was hard. A cloud of loneliness hovered over me for a long time. I felt very alone. With
Ruth Ann and Annette both gone, our childhood seemed almost erased.Gail and I considered
ourselves the lucky ones because we had been diagnosed early. We were the survivors. Imagine
my surprise when, after a couple years of separation, I saw a picture of Gail on Facebook that
showed the ravages of disease on her face and body. She had developed ovarian cancer, a
disease that has an affinity for those with genetic forms of breast cancer.Gail’s death left me
feeling empty and even more alone. The magic of our childhood was gone. There was no one
left to share the memories. The game had changed forever—and it is not over.I am the lone
survivor, but breast cancer is not in my past.It continues to intrude upon my life. Twelve years
after my original diagnosis, it decided to play an encore.CHANGES IN GLOBAL
EPIDEMIOLOGYEpidemiologists look at statistics and try to determine the reasons for change
in the prevalence of disease. What they know about breast cancer is that it is on the rise. We
know some of the reasons for the increase, but not others.There has been an increase in the
rates of cancer generally and of other chronic diseases, especially in developing countries. One
reason is that people are living longer. In the past, infectious diseases killed many people; now
that more people are immunized against a variety of diseases, and the HIV/AIDS pandemic and
other infectious diseases are under better control, people are living longer and thus have more
time to develop chronic diseases, such as cancer and heart disease. Health infrastructure in
many countries is having difficulty keeping up with the change. Clinicians in poorer countries
often don’t have as much experience as those in wealthier places with managing chronic
diseases, and their health systems don’t have the capacity for sufficient screening and treatment
options. The result is that many breast cancers in developing countries have a very poor
prognosis because they are diagnosed at a late stage and have few treatment options. A
diagnosis of breast cancer in these countries often equates to a death sentence.Risk factors
and lifestyle also affect breast cancer rates. While we don’t understand all the risk factors,
obesity and alcohol have been implicated. As countries develop, individual income and access
to food and other commercial products increase. Obesity rates and alcohol consumption are on
the rise along with breast cancer rates.3A combination of factors means that while incidence is
rising, survival rates vary widely throughout the world. The World Health Organization reports
survival rates of over 80 percent in North America, Sweden, and Japan and below 40 percent in
low-income countries.4The Susan G. Komen organization predicts that breast cancer will
increase by 82 percent in Tanzania by 2025. Currently mammograms and chemotherapy are not
available at local or even district health centers, and radiation therapy is only available at the
national level.5 This makes treating cancer difficult.I talked to Halima, a woman from Tanzania,
about her experience with breast cancer. Halima was born in the Kilimanjaro Region in northern
Tanzania. After receiving her education, she rose to the position of provincial governor.During
her time as governor, she developed symptoms that, in retrospect, were consistent with
advanced cancer. Halima was lucky—she had access to the best health care available in her
country. An ultrasound showed nothing, but finally a biopsy confirmed the presence of a



tumor.After the biopsy, she was referred from the public hospital to a private hospital where a
mammogram was available, and her breast cancer diagnosis was confirmed. When Halima
asked about treatment, the doctor gave her an honest answer:“Mama, we don’t know the extent
of the spread of your cancer. What we do here, we don’t have the screening facilities. We just do
mastectomy, then we just leave it. You are educated. I must tell you the truth: sometimes we just
do the mastectomy to satisfy the woman, but there’s nothing more we can do about it. We don’t
have the cobalt, the radiation, and the hormone therapy that treats the whole body
system.”Halima’s situation is not isolated to Tanzania but rather represents a widespread lack of
access to care in developing countries. She was able to receive care in the United States, but a
woman without Halima’s status, financial means, and connections has very few options for
care.MORTALITY VARIATIONS: WHY DO SOME PEOPLE DIE AND SOME PEOPLE LIVE?
Breast cancer is a strange disease. It takes many different forms. It can occur in different parts of
the breast and can respond to different stimuli. It is also very good at hiding and moving to other
parts of the body. Some breast cancers have relatives that can attack other organs. Survival
depends on a number of factors.One of the most important factors has to do with detection.In
general, the earlier the cancer is detected, the easier it is to treat and the better the prognosis.
Another factor is the specifics of the cancer itself. Some cancers are harder to treat than others
or do not respond as well to traditional treatments. Some are more likely to return.Another
important factor is access to treatment. It doesn’t help to find a cancer early if there is limited or
no treatment available. If a patient doesn’t have insurance or another way to pay for treatment,
they may have to make difficult decisions about howto use their limited finances. In some places,
treatment options are very limited. This is particularly true in developing countries, but even in
the United States, many advanced therapies simply don’t exist for someone who does not have
the ability to travel to a major medical center and receive treatment there.Host characteristics
are another important determining factor. Many people with breast cancer are older or have
other health conditions or comorbidities that interfere with the ability of their bodies to fight the
cancer and withstand the effects of treatment. They may be on medications that interfere with
some treatment options, making it important to weigh the risks and benefits of options. This can
result in choosing an option other than the one that might otherwise be someone’s first choice.
And younger women and others receiving hormone therapy have higher levels of certain
hormones that can feed some breast cancers, which means their cancer may be more
aggressive and faster growing.No two patients and no two cancers are the same. A patient and
their care team need to do their best to evaluate both the cancer and the patient and choose the
plan that best fits their goals and their life and has the best chance of eradicating, or at least
controlling, the cancer.TYPES OF DISEASEIn order to understand the physical impact of breast
cancer and the different approaches to treatment, it is necessary to understand the structure
and function of breasts. Female breasts are complex structures made up of fat, connective
tissues (such as muscles), lobes, lobules, ducts, and lymph nodes. Lobules are collections of
small balloon-like structures that branch out from the nipple. This is where the breast makes



milk. A series of tubes, called ducts, links the lobules together. These ducts carry breast milk
from the lobules toward the areola (the darker part around the nipple), where ducts join together
into larger ducts that end at the nipple. This is similar to how streams and other tributaries join
together to make a river. Fat fills the spaces around the lobules. The milk-producing structures of
the breast are pretty much the same in all people who have them, but the amount of fat varies
and increases with age as the milk-producing structures atrophy. While not all breast cancer
patients have the female breast structure, all breasts respond to hormones and have the
potential to develop cancer.Lymph nodes that surround breast tissue drain the breast and help
prevent infection. These lymph nodes are very important in the evaluation of breast cancer.
Tracking their involvement helps locate breast cancer and map its spread. The lymph system
can transport cancer cells from the original lump to other organs, such as the brain or the
bones.Types of breast cancer correlate with the anatomical location of the cancer. About one in
five new breast cancers is ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), which means abnormal cells in the
lining of the milk duct. This cancer is noninvasive—it has not spread outside of the ducts.
Because it is well contained within the ducts, it is easily treated. If it is not treated, however, it can
spread outside the ducts. Newer screening tools have improved diagnosis of DCIS and
increased survival rates for patients whose cancer is detected in this early stage.When the
abnormal cells in the ducts spread outside of the ducts, it becomes invasive ductal carcinoma
(IDC). This cancer can spread to other parts of the body. It is the most common breast cancer in
those assigned male at birth and a large percentage of overall breast cancer diagnoses. Invasive
ductal carcinoma occurs when DCIS is not detected and treated before it can spread.Lobular
carcinoma in situ (LCIS) is the term for cells that look like cancer and have been found in the
lobules but have not invaded through the walls of the lobules. This cancer lives in the lobules
instead of the ducts.Invasive lobular breast cancer occurs when the cancer is located in the
lobules. This is the same as LCIS but at a slightly more advanced stage. These cancers do not
always cause lumps in the breast. Patients with cancer in the lobules have a significantly
increased risk of developing invasive cancer in either breast. Sometimes this type of cancer
causes a thickened area in the breast or, if the tumor is large, dimpling in the breast. These
tumors can be difficult to see on mammograms and may need biopsy and analysis of the
material collected for diagnosis. Lymph node evaluation is usually necessary to assess whether
the cancer has spread to other parts of the body. I have lobular breast cancer, and the fact that
this type of cancer has a significant chance of reoccurring in either breast was a major factor in
my treatment decision. These cancers are usually estrogen receptor–positive, which is also
important for choosing treatment. Tumors that have estrogen receptors often respond to
medications that block these receptors and may not need harsher chemotherapy.Paget’s
disease of the nipple is a relatively rare form of breast cancer that starts in the ducts and
spreads to the skin of the nipple and areola. This form of cancer is usually associated with ductal
disease, such as DCIS or ductal carcinoma. Early symptoms may include burning or itching. If it
remains untreated, characteristic skin changes will occur starting at the nipple. The breast may



develop sores that will not heal. Paget’s disease can be mistakenfor a skin disorder, which can
delay diagnosis and treatment.Inflammatory breast cancers are a rare group of cancers. In
inflammatory breast cancer, cancer cells infiltrate the skin and lymph vessels, the channels for
drainage of breast tissue to lymph nodes. Inflammatory breast cancers often do not produce a
lump or a distinct tumor. Symptoms can be subtle and nonspecific, such as persistent itching,
irritation to a small area of the breast, or nipple changes such as flattening, dimpling, or inversion
(when the nipple turns inward). Sometimes the breast will become red, swollen, and warm—a
presentation that may look very much like mastitis, an infection or inflammation of the breast
commonly seen in those who are breastfeeding. One very distinctive change related to
inflammatory breast cancer is what medical providers call “orange-peel pitting.” When this
occurs, the skin of the breast resembles the finely pitted skin of an orange.Angiosarcoma is
another rare type of cancer that can occur in any part of the body and sometimes occurs in the
breast. It can be the result of previous radiation treatment for breast cancer, particularly in older
women. These cancers tend to grow and spread quickly.Metastatic breast cancer is a term used
to describe cancer that has spread beyond the breast and axilla. The most common sites of
metastasis are the bone, brain, liver, and lungs. Symptoms of metastatic breast cancer can be
nonspecific, such as fatigue, weight loss, or loss of appetite. Symptoms may also be specific to
the site of the metastasis. Metastatic breast cancer is the most advanced form of cancer and the
hardest to treat. Treatment focuses on controlling the cancer and giving the patient more time
rather than curing the cancer.Health-care providers use staging of cancers to help guide
treatment and predict prognosis. They base staging on three factors: the tumor, the lymph
nodes, and the spread (metastasis). Tumor staging is based on the size of the tumor. The
number and location of lymph nodes with cancer cells determine lymph node staging. Survival
correlates closely with the stage of the cancer at the time of diagnosis as well as specific cancer
characteristics. Staging can help with decisions related to treatment.Breast Cancer
Staging60Abnormal cells are present but have not spread to nearby tissue.1Cancer has spread
to other tissue in a small area.2There is a localized small tumor and some lymph nodes are
involved, or there is a slightly larger tumor with no lymph nodes involved.3The tumor may be
larger with more lymph nodes involved over a wider region; or there is no tumor, but cancer may
have spread to the skin or chest wall.4The cancer has spread beyond the breast to other parts
of the body. This is known as metastatic cancer.HOW BREAST CANCER GROWS AND
SPREADSReceptors on the cancer cells can be helpful in determining treatment decisions.
Many newer therapies target specific receptors in an attempt to both reduce adverse effects
related to treatment and prolong life.I have lobular cancer that is estrogen receptor–positive (HR
+). HR+ means that the cancer cells have receptors on them that make them grow when certain
hormones are present. Knowing that my cancer is HR+ tells my oncologist that it could respond
to hormone-blocking treatment. Hormone receptor blockers can decrease the incidence of
recurrence in patients with HR+ cancer types even after removal of the original cancer.Dr.
George Beatson first identified the link between hormones and breast cancer in 1896 after



treating a woman with breast cancer who had a tumor that he could not completely remove
surgically. He remembered watching shepherds remove the ovaries of sheep to control lactation
when he had worked on a farm in Scotland years before, and that memory prompted him to
remove the ovaries of his patient in the hope that it would improve her chances of survival. The
patient recovered and lived for many years. This was the beginning of the idea that hormones
can drive breast cancer.The role of hormones and hormone receptors in breast cancer led to
research on treatment options beginning around 1960. This revolutionized assessment and
treatment of breast cancer. Now, some 130 years after Dr. Beatson’s experiment, we recognize
that cancer cells have memory. They remember that they responded to hormones when they
were normal cells, and they want to continue to do the same.Other breast cancers have a
protein receptor called human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). The protein, in normal
breast health, helps breast cells grow and repair themselves. Sometimes, however, the body
produces too many of these protein receptors, causing abnormal cell growth and division in the
breast. Specific antibody-based targeted therapies are available for HER2+ breast
cancers.Triple-negative breast cancers are cancers that do not have certain hormone receptors.
These cancers do not have specific targeted therapies, but many traditional therapies work on
them.7Breast cancer is an insidious disease. There are no symptoms until the disease is
advanced, so it can hide and spread without detection. The lethal aspect of the disease is the
ability of the cells to leave the breast, go elsewhere, and grow in other organs. This happens in
one of three ways.The earliest spread is often direct expansion from one area in the breast to
adjacent tissues. Cancer in situ may be a precursor or a marker of increased risk for either ductal
carcinoma or lobular carcinoma, depending on where it starts. It can then spread through the
duct or the lobe into the supporting structures of the breast, such as the muscles. Early breast
cancer treatment was only surgical; radical mastectomy was the initial treatment of choice. The
thought was that removal of the breast, the pectoralis muscle under the breast, and the lymph
nodes in the armpit would prevent recurrence and cure breast cancer. Later research found that
there was no difference in survival between those who underwent mastectomy and those who
underwent lumpectomy.The second way that breast cancer spreads is through the lymphatic
system, a series of channels through the body that are part of the immune system. Lymph
channels drain into lymph nodes that connect them. As breast cancer advances, it enters the
closest lymph channels and spreads to the lymph nodes that drain that part of the breast. Those
lymph nodes connect to other lymph channels that go to other body organs. Once the cancer
has spread to the lymph nodes or into the blood, it can easily travel to and grow in another organ
or organs.Surgeons typically remove at least some lymph nodes during breast cancer surgery to
check for lymphatic spread. They look for sentinel lymph nodes, or lymph nodes that drain the
tumor location. Lymph node mapping involves injecting a dye into the tumor during surgery. The
lymphatic system will take the dye to the sentinel node or nodes that drain that part of the breast.
The surgeon removes those nodes and sends them to pathology. If the nodes removed do not
contain cancer cells, the cancer has not spread to other organs, and the prognosis is



better.Even tumors that are removed can recur and spread later. When a cancer develops years
later in someone who was previously treated for cancer, it is not a new cancer. It is the same
cancer that has spread through a process called micrometastasis. This is the process of cancer
cell replication in which the daughter cells remember the mother cells. They are too small to
detect at the time of the first diagnosis, but later on, they develop the characteristics of their
mother and become cancerous. This is similar to the behavior of humans who find themselves
sounding or acting like their parent even in ways they had consciously decided not to. The best
way to prevent spread, especially micrometastasis, is to combine surgery and another form of
treatment called adjuvant therapy. The type of adjuvant therapy can now be targeted to the type
of cancer and its receptors and antibodies.1 “Your Risk of Breast Cancer,” breastcancer.org, .2
“Breast Cancer: Prevention and Control,” World Health Organization, .3 “What Are the Risk
Factors for Breast Cancer?”, Center for Disease Control and Prevention, .4 “Breast Cancer:
Prevention and Control,” World Health Organization, .5 Susan G. Komen, Tanzania Breast Health
Care Assessment 2017: An Assessment of Breast Cancer Early Detection, Diagnosis and
Treatment in Tanzania, 2017, .6 “Stages of Breast Cancer,” Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center, .7 Much of this information came from a lecture given by Dr. Douglas Yee, Department of
Oncology at the University of Minnesota. Dr. Yee is a practicing oncologist specializing in breast
cancer and breast cancer research.TwoFinding What Lies Deep WithinDeshanna during
treatmentFrom “Cancer”1You touch the bodies of the livingAnd mark them for deadA plague of
their own fleshRampant, raging, you spread.Cruel monster, slitheringThrough vessels,
unknownMultiplying, dividingYou plunder, you grow—Amina BhattiSCREENINGIt is easier to
tame the monster before it grows and spreads its poison. Screening involves testing to find the
cancer before it has caused widespread destruction. The ultimate purpose of screening is to
reduce the death rate within a population. Breast cancer is a lethal disease; screening helps
people survive longer. Finding a tumor when it is small and before it spreads increases
survival.Despite what we know about risk factors, there is very little we can do to eliminate
breast cancer. The best we can do is to manage preventable risk factors, try to diagnose cancer
in the early stages when it is most treatable, and maximize quality of life for those suffering from
the disease.Prevention is divided into three categories: primary (minimizing risk), secondary
(screening), and tertiary (focusing on quality of life after diagnosis). Primary prevention aims at
doing whatever is possible to minimize or eliminate risk factors for a specific disease. It targets
things that the individual can change. Some risk factors, such as age and genetics, are
nonmodifiable—you can’t do anything about them. Others risk factors are under your control.
Primary prevention of breast cancer through lifestyle modifications includes weight control,
healthy eating, stress management, smoking cessation, and decreasing alcohol intake.
Breastfeeding may also help prevent breast cancer.Primary prevention also involves surgery or
other treatment for some individuals. People who have a family history of genetic breast cancer
and/or test positive for a mutation on the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene may opt for prophylactic
mastectomy. A prophylactic, or preventive, mastectomy is the removal of the breasts before



cancer develops. This reduces the risk of developing cancer later on.Several famous people
have publicized their own choices regarding this procedure, further increasing its popularity. This
is not a new practice. I know several female physicians who had prophylactic mastectomies
decades ago because of positive family history. Prophylactic mastectomy is a form of primary
prevention.The best protection is screening to detect cancer when it is in its earliest treatable
stages, before development of signs or symptoms. Screening falls under the category of
secondary prevention. The aim of secondary prevention is to detect the disease before it causes
symptoms and to prevent it from progressing.Screening modalities for breast cancer fall into the
categories of exams and imaging. There have been changes in breast cancer screening
recommendations since 2009 based on research around best practices. In order to understand
the recommendations, it is important to understand the goals of screening and disease
prevention.A good screening test needs to meet certain requirements.First, it should screen for
a condition that is relatively common, causes significant morbidity and mortality (disease and
death), and is treatable. There is no point in screening people if they are not at risk for the
disease, if the disease will not intrude on their lives, or if there is no treatment available.The test
should also have high sensitivity. This means it will detect the condition in most people who have
it. The test needs to be specific to the target condition; if a test produces false positives (results
caused by conditions other than the target condition), it can result in significant emotional stress
for the patient. A screening test that has a high false-positive rate requires additional tests to
determine whether the patient actually has the target condition.Finally, a screening test needs to
be acceptable. It has to produce more good than harm, it has to be reasonably affordable, and it
has to be something people are willing to do.Screening recommendations change as
technology advances and research demonstrates the effectiveness of various techniques. For
breast cancer, there are multiple options with varying risks and costs, ranging from the very
simple self-performed and clinical breast exams to mammograms and more advanced and
expensive techniques that can be helpful but may carry additional risks. As new and better
technologies are developed and studied, experts review and revise screening
guidelines.Clinicians used to teach patients to do breast self-exams, believing that if someone
found a lump themselves it would speed up diagnosis and possibly save their life. The idea is to
perform a self-exam at home on a monthly basis, at the end of the menstrual cycle if applicable,
to detect any new or abnormal changes. When a person has a good general awareness of their
own breasts and is familiar with what is normal, they may be able to recognize when something
is new or abnormal.Although few people routinely do good breast exams at home, some do
detect breast cancer by self-exam.We know that early detection is important, but today there is a
lot of controversy around self-exams. The US Preventive Services Task Force recommends
against physicians teaching patients how to perform a breast exam. However, the American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommends performing self-breast exams
because the practice can still potentially identify a palpable breast cancer, though it has not
statistically been shown to save lives. This discrepancy can be confusing for patients and



providers alike.In my own practice, I have had patients come in for evaluation of a lump they
found at home. Some of them have turned out to be benign, but others have been
cancerous.One patient who found a lump in her breast said that she felt a little foolish coming in
because between the time she made the appointment and the time she saw me, the lump had
actually decreased in size. I did a breast exam and was able to detect a very small lump. We
scheduled a diagnostic mammogram. The next day she had a biopsy, which diagnosed breast
cancer. She went to surgery while her cancer was still in a very early and treatable stage. For this
patient, the breast self-examination was a valuable tool.So why do the US Preventive Services
Task Force and other groups discourage it now? Let’s test it against the criteria for a good
screening test. Breast cancer is a commonly occurring condition—I don’t think there is any
argument about that. It is best treated in early stages, before symptoms occur. So far, so good.
Next, let’s look at sensitivity. Here is where the breast self-exam starts to run into problems:
sensitivity of the exam is variable. Remember, sensitive tests will pick up most abnormal
findings.Not all breasts are the same. Some are very dense, some are very large, and breast
tissue extends beyond what many people think of as breasts. It is easy to miss a lump. The
technique of the examiner and the characteristics of the breasts are important factors in
determining the sensitivity of the exam. If the person performing the exam does not do it
correctly or the breast tissue is dense or irregular, it is easy to miss significant lumps. In other
words, physical variability and poor technique decrease the sensitivity of self-exams.2Next, let’s
look at specificity, the measure of whether or not the test can correctly distinguish the targeted
condition from others. Many breast lumps are not cancer, but clinicians are obligated to evaluate
every lump. If a patient comes in to see a medical provider complaining of a breast lump, they
are likely to have additional testing done to determine whether the lump is cancerous. This
means a lot more mammograms, ultrasounds, MRIs, biopsies, and so on. Besides being costly
and emotionally taxing, some of these additional tests can expose the patient to radiation or
cause scarring that may look suspicious on future mammograms and start a cycle of recurrent
extraneous diagnostic tests, exposing the patient to even more potential harm and worry.In
terms of overall sensitivity, specificity, and potential harm, the breast self-examination does not
measure up. However, for a given individual, it may be a good choice. The exam itself has little
potential for harm. It is acceptable to patients and provides an opportunity to be proactive. Still, it
is important to realize the limitations of the test and to realize that it does not replace the clinical
breast exam or other recommended screening tests, such as mammograms. It is also important
to be aware that a positive finding will necessitate a visit to a medical provider and likely further
testing.Many people visit a clinic on an annual basis for a complete physical. During this exam,
they may have a clinical breast exam. Like the self-exam, the clinical breast exam is somewhat
controversial. The US Preventive Services Task Force does not have a recommendation on
clinical breast exams for patients ages forty and over, as its experts do not feel there is enough
evidence to support or discourage the practice. Some clinicians may no longer be doing routine
clinical breast exams and may be relying on mammograms alone for breast cancer screening.



Clinical breast exams, like self-exams, vary considerably depending on the technique and
expertise of the examiner as well as the individual anatomy of the patient. Some clinicians do a
more thorough exam than others. A poor clinical breast exam lowers the sensitivity of the
test.For breast cancer, the most used screening tool to date has been the mammogram. When
the US Preventive Services Task Force released updated screening recommendations in 2009
and revised them in 2016, it not only stopped recommending self-exams but also caused a great
deal of uproar by changing the recommendations for routine mammography.3 Before 2009, the
recommendation had been that individuals without known risk factors get mammograms yearly
after the age of forty. Now, the task force recommends screening for patients between the ages
of fifty and seventy-four every other year. The group did not find any additional evidence
supporting routine mammograms for patients over the age of seventy-five. It also did not find a
benefit to routine screening with other methods of breast cancer detection.There is still
controversy surrounding routine screening of patients between the ages of forty and fifty. Even
the US Preventive Services Task Force recognizes this as a gray area and allows for individual
decisions between the patient and provider.It is important to keep in mind that these
recommendations represent evidence in a large population and may not be appropriate for a
given individual. They are intended for people with average risk factors for developing breast
cancer. It is necessary to look at family history, breast density, and other individual risk factors
before deciding on a screening plan.The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
and other groups are revising screening recommendations toward shared decision-making
between provider and patient. Shared decision-making typically consists of providers helping
patients to make informed decisions by providing them with information on the pros and cons of
all options, including potential adverse effects of each. This should take into account not only
medical decision-making but also consideration of unique factors within the patient’s life that
may make certain options more attractive or more difficult, keeping in mind that breast cancer
intrudes on all aspects of life.Those diagnosed with breast cancer often blame themselves for
not discovering their cancer on self-exam or for not getting a mammogram at the right time. They
often simply do not know what they should be doing. After my initial diagnosis, I did a series of
talks for Sage, Minnesota’s cancer screening program, that aimed to empower people by
providing education about breast cancer risks and screening. It is important for everyone to get
the screening and care they need and to understand the importance of a healthy lifestyle.4 It is
also important to realize that we do not always know what causes cancer and that self-blame
and speculation do more harm than good. Our best defense is good self-care and screening.
Cancers caught early are usually much easier to treat.The third category of screening is called
tertiary prevention even though it does not actually prevent cancer. Its aim is to slow the
progression of the disease when there is no cure and to preserve quality of life as much as
possible. Tertiary prevention starts when the disease is more advanced and no longer
preventable or easily treated. Treatment providers work to keep it as controlled as possible and
to maximize comfort and function for the patient.Treatment of metastatic cancer falls into the



category of tertiary prevention. Once cancer has spread to organs such as the lungs or liver, or
to the bones, it is difficult to cure. The goal of treatment often changes from cure to containment
and preservation of quality of life.Lisa had stage 4 breast cancer at the time of diagnosis. She
explained how her treatment differed from that of those diagnosed at an earlier stage:Stage 4 is
very different from the early stages; in early-stage cancer, they have a much better-defined
treatment protocol. It’s time limited or event limited. There’s an end. Whatever it is, if you’re going
to get surgery of some sort, chemo of some sort, radiation of some sort—they’re all pretty clear,
pretty straightforward. You know what the process is going to be, how long it is going to take,
and, in the absence of complications and reconstruction-type issues, you’re done in about
eighteen months. With a stage 4 diagnosis or in somebody where the cancer has spread, that
isn’t the way it works. There are no real standards of treatment. There is no end, which I think is
the hardest part. It just keeps going and going, and it’s no longer planned.
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J. C. Dewing, “Beautiful book.... My life has been touched in such a deep way by the cancer
stories of family members, friends and patients I've met with over the years. Donna Degracia's
"Reconstructing Hope" book has been a beautiful way for me to reflect on all of these
experiences and process them in new and profound ways. I have already ordered several copies
of her book for friends on their cancer journeys, as well as colleagues and providers who care for
patients in the field of Oncology. What wonderful support this book provides for patients and
providers running in their breast cancer marathons.”

Kate L., “A fantastic and important read. Reconstructing Hope is an important read for cancer
survivors, family and friends of those impacted by cancer, and for those who work in healthcare.
This book artfully blends discussion of the medical aspects of breast cancer with inspiring
stories and poetry. Breast cancer is a devastating disease, but it was very impactful to read
about some of the good that can result from it--a new zest for life, important foundations helping
individuals with breast cancer, products to help with lymphedema, the list goes on. I think this
book would benefit any reader, but is particularly important for breast cancer survivors, families
who have been impacted by breast cancer, and healthcare professionals.”

D. Dvorak, “Healing for the body and soul. Written through the lens of both survivor and scientist,
Donna DeGracia takes us on a journey of loss, pain, healing, comfort, community and renewal.
The book provides a clear overview of the current medical understanding of breast cancer--its
biology, causes, types, stages, treatment options--complemented by the emotional and spiritual
dimensions of disease and healing, struggle and growth. A wonderful read for all--not just for
breast cancer survivors and those who love them, but really for all those who struggle and
search for strength, healing and hope.”

E Bergstedt, “Beautifully written!. What a beautiful read from DeGracia. Her stories and those of
others were so personal and touching. It is such a unique and powerful role that DeGracia
exhibits sharing these stories as a two-time survivor herself as well as a physician assistant to
share a medical perspective. I would recommend this read to any healthcare worker as well as
anyone that wants to learn a new perspective on breast cancer and the stories of survivors. I
look forward to reading more of DeGracia's work!”

Tara J. Rick, “A helpful companion for those running the breast cancer marathon. This book is a
beautiful blend of medical information, personal stories, and poetry about all aspects of breast
cancer and treatment from the perspective of patients, caregivers, and health care providers. It is
a nice gift for someone newly diagnosed and their caregivers and really anyone whose life has
been altered by breast cancer and all it’s complexities.”



Savdanjane, “Beautifully written. This thoughtful book can be appreciated not just by breast
cancer survivors, but also by providers, caregivers and loved ones. The author weaves her own
experience with the disease with clinical and medical information in a way that keeps the reader
engaged. Highly recommended!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for providers and patients alike. As a recent PA school graduate, I
found the insights in this book invaluable in informing the approach I'll take to patients facing
cancer or any critical illness. A valuable read for anyone who works with those who are living
with life-threatening illness”

Johnson, “An amazing read, I highly recommend it!. This book is inspiring and well written.
DeGracia is able to combine heart-tugging stories with science to try and help people
understand what a breast cancer diagnosis means, both physically and emotionally. I would
highly recommend it to all readers.”

The book by Donna Sidwell DeGracia has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided
feedback.
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